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Our story

A national research centre since 2003 - 18 years 
research

Catalyst – major natural hazards events

A broad scope - started with bushfire, now all natural 
hazards

Funded from Australian Government and all States, 
private and NFP sectors

10-year term - ~$11m pa

An independent not-for-profit research organisation



A forum of knowledge
A collective of people
A network of learning

RESEARCH DRIVING CHANGE 
LEARN, SHARE, DISCUSS, 
QUESTION, COMPARE, THINK



Driving change



Bushfire in 
Australia



Australian Fire - 13 years of bushfire 
outlooks



2019-2020 Black Summer fires
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Fires in the landscape
We now know what conditions will lead to large and destructive fires, how to predict when they occur, 
and how to manage them when they do.
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Coupled fire-atmosphere 

Velocity-driven lateral spread 



http://wenfo.org/afms



We now know that simply telling people there is a threat is not good enough to get action in all people. We need to 
target and refine the message, across a range of audiences – young/old, urban/rural, migrants, tourists, etc.





Disaster resilience 

We now know what we mean when we say all communities are 
different when it comes to natural hazards.



§ Strengths and barriers to resilience § Adaptive capacity

§ Social and community engagement

§ Governance and leadership

§ Coping capacity

§ Social character

§ Economic capital

§ Emergency services

§ Planning/built environment

§ Community capital

§ Information access



Future 
workforce

We now know how to better equip 
our people to succeed in complex 
and challenging environments.





A new national Centre for natural hazards research



• Defined by users
• Framed by natural hazards
• Contextualised by themes
• Influenced by a range of factors
• Useful, Usable and USED

The Centre’s establishment principles



• Bushfire
• Flood
• Cyclone 
• Heatwave 
• Storm

§Coastal 
inundation 
and erosion

§Earthquake
§Tsunami
§Landslide

The natural hazard context



Themes and Influencing factors
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§ Climate change
§ Demographics 
§ Building regulations
§ Land use planning
§ Community behaviour 
§ Capacity, capability
§ Catastrophic, cascading, 

concurrent events

§ Critical infrastructure
§ Politics
§ Finance and economics
§ New technology 
§ Organisational change
§ Research translation
§ Ecosystem services



Some challenges

• We have a tendency to look at risk treatments in isolation and ignore interplays
• We have a tendency to see fuel management, suppression and response as a panacea
• We have a tendency to deflect the difficult discussions
• Tendency to work through public expenditure (HRB, fire response, etc.) to protect private 

assets
• Who actually owns the risk here?
• No public consensus on degree of hazard reduction: we know what too little or too much 

looks like
• What does a right policy response look like here given trade offs – environment, economics, 

community expectations

All the time:

• Remembering that fires are inevitable, and indeed required by our environment
• The frequency of bad fire days will only increase, and the exposure is also increasing as are 

the valuations for assets



Be involved
Shape the future

Follow us on social media 
@hazardsresearch

www.naturalhazards.com.au

Richard.thornton@naturalhazards.com.au

Questions?

http://www.naturalhazards.com.au/
mailto:Info@naturalhazards.com.au

